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Abstract
A high Reynolds number investigation of a commercial transport model was con-
ducted in the National Transonic Facility (NTF) at Langley Research Center. This
investigation was part of a cooperative effort to test a O.03-scale model of a Boeing
767 airplane in the NTF over a Mach number range of O.70 to 0.86 and a Reynolds
number range of 2.38 to 40.0 × 106 based on the mean aerodynamic chord. One of
several specific objectives of the current investigation was to evaluate the level of
data repeatability attainable in the NTF. Data repeatability studies were performed at
a Mach number of O.80 with Reynolds numbers of 2.38, 4.45, and 40.0 x 106 and also
at a Mach number of O.70 with a Reynolds number of 40.O x 106. Many test proce-
dures and data corrections are addressed in this report, but the data presented do not
include corrections for wall interference, model support interference, or model
aeroelastic effects. Application of corrections for these three effects would not affect
the results of this study because the corrections are systematic in nature and are more
appropriately classified as sources of bias error. The repeatability of the longitudinal
stability-axis force and moment data has been assessed. Coeffic&nts of lifi, drag, and
pitching moment are shown to repeat well within the pretest goals of+_0.005,+_0.0001,
and +0.001, respectively, at a 95-percent confidence level over both short- and near-
term periods.
Introduction Reynolds numbereffects and scaling, and the compari-
son of windtunnel data with available flight data.
Every field of studymust contendwith the issue of
error or uncertainty analysis to some degree. Accord- Datarepeatabilityduringprior tests of this and other
ingly, the data obtainedand usedin a given analysismust models in the NTF has typically been describedin some
be evaluated and the quality documented. Data evalua- form relative to the observed data scatter, but those
tion includes the broad categoryof uncertainty analysis descriptionshave not includeda consistentmathematical
and can extend from simple observations to complex measureof the scatteror an indicationof how much con-
theoretical analysis of errors and comparisons with fun- fidencemay be placed in the data based on the observed
damental principles. Documentationof the evaluation, scatter. Statistical analysis provides an approach to
whether simple or complex, is no less important than the addressthese issues.Statisticallymeaningfuldata sample
evaluationitselfbecausepotentialusers of the results of a sizes have been lacking during past tests in the NTF
particularanalysismust havea basis with whichto judge becauseeach cryogenictest condition requires the useof
usefulness to their situations.The need for such analysis gaseous nitrogen as the test medium and subsequent
and documentation practices in aerodynamic research repeat tests of that condition are considerably more
and development, whether experimental or computa- expensive than typical conditions in other facilities. In
tional, is well documented. (Seerefs. 1-6 for examples.) addition, the number of polars per test at the NTF is less
This report is presented in the spirit of that general thantypicalcomparedwith other facilitiesbecauseof liq-
philosophy, uid nitrogenproductionand storage limitations.As such,
each repeat test conditionat the NTF represents a larger
This report documentsa study of data repeatability percentage of an overall test plan. Researchers must
in the National Transonic Facility (NTF) at Langley choose whetherto investigatea wider range of test condi-
Research Center performed during a recent high tions and configurations or to investigate repeatability
Reynolds number test of a commercial transport model, more fully. The usualchoice is the former.The test of the
The investigationis part of a cooperative effort between 767 airplane model on which this report is basedplaced
Langley, Ames Research Center, and the Boeing more than the usual emphasis on the investigation of
Commercial Airplane Company. The program involves repeatability. The priority to assess data repeatability
tests on a 0.03-scalemodel of a Boeing 767 airplane at during this investigationwas due to mixed results from
three facilities: the NTF, the 11-by 11-foottransonicleg previoustests of thismodel in the NTF. (See ref. 7.) Par-
of the AmesUnitary Plan Wind Tunnel, and the Boeing ticularattention wasdirected toward drag repeatability.
Transonic Wind Tunnel. The primary purposes of the
overall program are the comparison of data and data In addition to better establishment of the repeat-
reduction processesfrom each facility, the acquisitionof abilitylevel, the other primaryobjectives of this investi-
full-scale Reynolds number data in the NTF to study gation were to obtain data for tunnel-to-tunnel
Normal force
correlation at low Reynolds numbers; to decouple CN normal-forcecoefficient,
Reynolds number and static aeroelastic effects; and to qS
wing meanaerodynamicchord, in.obtain refined, high Reynolds number drag measure-
ments for eventualcomparisonwith flight data. Onlythe K order of least squarespolynomialregression
analysis pertaining to the repeatability assessment is equation
presented in this report. Repeat test conditions were M free-streamMath number
chosen such that the remainder of the test objectives
would be met. The focus of the investigationwas on the Mref referenceMachnumber basedon staticpres-
longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the model, suremeasuredin plenum
The repeatability analysis herein emphasizes stability- N number of data points in sample
axis longitudinalforce andmoment characteristics,but it
also addresses body-axislongitudinalforce and moment Px precisionestimate for parameterX
characteristics, the angle of attack, and the flow condi- PI predictioninterval
tions. The repeat conditions were at the cruise Math
number of 0.80 with Reynolds numbers of 2.38, 4.45, Pt total pressure, psia
and 40.0 x 106 based on the mean aerodynamicchord Ps staticpressure,psia
and also at a Math numberof 0.70 with a Reynoldsnum- Q data density term
ber of 40.0 x 106. The Reynolds number range includes
those obtained in the atmospheric conditions of the q free-streamdynamicpressure,psf
Boeingfacility (2.38 x 106),in the Ames facilitypressur- Re Reynoldsnumber based on
ized to 2 atm in air (4.45 x 106),and at the cruise flight S wing referencearea,ft2
condition (40.0 x 106). The maximum angle of attack
was limited to 3.5° for high Reynolds number conditions SE standarderror
that can only be obtainedin the cryogenicmode of oper- s samplestandarddeviation
ation. This limitation was imposed because of adverse
model and support system dynamics encounteredduring Tbal balance temperature,°F
previous investigations (refs. 7 and 8) near initial buffet Tgrad temperaturegradientacross balance from
at the full-scale Reynoldsnumber in the Math number frontto rear, °F
range of interest herein.Full-scale cruiseconditionswere Tt total temperature,°F
obtained with tunnel conditions of 63.1 psia total pres-
sure and-250°F total temperature, t valueof t distributiondependentupon &andv
Symbols UX uncertaintyestimate for parameterX
X genericparameterAll dimensionalvalues are givenin U.S. Customary
Units. Xbest bestestimate for parameterX
AR aspect ratio Xi valueof parameterX for ith data point
BX bias estimate forparameterX Xtrue true valuefor parameterX
b wing span, in. Y genericparameter
(71 confidenceinterval Yi valueof parameter Y for ith data point
Axial force Y arithmeticmeanfor N valuesof parameter Y
CA axial-forcecoefficient,
Co drag coefficient,Drag qS _z curve-fit-basedbestestimateof parameter YqS _ onboardbodyangle of attack,deg
CD,sf drag coefficientdue to skin friction plus & termrepresentativeof confidencelevel, used
overspeed to determinet value
Ci least squarescoefficients,i = 0, 1,2.....K
Lift 13 true biaserror
Ct. lift coefficient, --qS _i true precisionerror for ith datapoint
Cm pitching-momentcoefficient, referenced v degreesof freedom
to 0.25_, Pitchingmoment
qS_ 8i true error for ith data point
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aT horizontal-tail angle, positive trailing edge without a known true value with which to compare. If the
down, deg true value were known, the true bias error would be
Abbreviations: determined as the difference between the mean of the
population of measured values and the true value.
NTF National Transonic Facility Because the population is typically infinite in size, real-
rpm revolutions per minute ity dictates that experimenters work with a finite sample
of the population.RSA regression statistical analysis
Unlike the true bias error, the true precision error
SVSA single-variable statistical analysis does not rely on a knowledge of the true value; it does,
Model configuration notation: however, depend on the true mean value of the popula-
tion. The true precision error is the random component of
W wing, one piece the true error and is often referred to as the repeatability
B body (fuselage) error (as is the case throughout this report). The true pre-
M nacelle struts, one per side cision error represents the difference between a measured
value and the mean of the population of measured values.
N nacelles, one per side The random nature of the precision error lends itself to
T wing flap track falrings, three per side estimation by statistical analysis and is easier to quantify
H = _r horizontal tail at angle ST (positive trailing mathematically than the bias error. Such quantification
of a precision error estimate is discussed in the section,
edge down), deg "Method of Repeatability Analysis."
Background Statistical Information
Uncertainty Analysis
Because measurements of any property contain some
degree of uncertainty, any parameter derived from a The result of the uncertainty analysis is the determi-
nation of an interval within which the experimenter canmeasurement also must contain some degree of uncer-
tainty. Therefore, the question is how closely does the state with a specified level of confidence that the true
measured or subsequently derived parameter agree with value lies. That is,
its true value? The difference is the true error Xbest-- UX (3)
Xtrue = Xi 4" _i (1) where Xbestis usually the mean value of the sample mea-
surements and UX is the uncertainty in the measurements
where Xi is the measured value, _i is the true error for of parameter X stated with a specified level of confi-
measurement i, and Xtrue is the true value for the parame- dence. The uncertainty UX is a combination of both bias
ter of interest. The true values Xtrue and I$i are never and precision error estimates (Bx and Px, respectively)as
known; the task of an uncertainty analysis is to quantify shown below in its sum-of-squares form:these values by estimation.




As described above, estimation of the absolute uncer-
_i = [_+ Ei (2) tainty including biases is difficult and is outside the
where the true error _i for measurement i comprises the scope of this report. As such, in the remainder of this
report the authors concentrate on the estimation of the
true bias error 13and a true precision error ei for measure- precision (repeatability) error only.
ment i. The true bias error is considered systematic or
fixed. The determination of the true bias error can be Method of Repeatability Analysis
made only if the true value of the measured property is
known. Reference 5 provides a good discussion of the This section describes the approach taken to quantify
classification of various types of bias errors. Briefly, data repeatability in this investigation. The quantification
biases can be large or small, each with some combination takes the form of an estimate of the precision error and is
of known and unknown sign and magnitude. In general, stated with a specified level of confidence. The approach
large biases are assumed to be eliminated in a well- builds on the use of simple statistics as used for analysis
controlled experiment by some means, such as by the of a single variable and extends such statistical concepts
calibration of an instrument. Small biases, however, typi- to the multiple linear regression problem. As described
tally remain and form the bias error. The primary diffi- next, the approach is based on estimating the data mean
culty in determining the bias error arises from the fact and representing the data scatter about the estimated
that both the sign and magnitude are difficult to define mean. The combination of probability and statistical
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concepts provides an approach to establish a level of tain interval about the estimated mean. The confidence-
confidence. The primary underlying assumptions for all interval is defined as
statistical analyses to follow are that the data scatter is
random and that the random scatter can be represented by CI = +_t&/2,v × s × 1 (7)
a normal (Gaussian) distribution. Background and fur- 4iN
ther details on much of the following discussion can be
where t- .. is the value of the t distribution for a spec-found in many statistics textbooks. Several such texts are s/z, v
references 9-11. ified levelof confidence and number of degrees of free-
dom and N is the data sample size. The t distribution is a
Single-Variable Statistical Analysis modified normal distribution in which the size of the data
sample, represented by v = N- 1 degrees of freedom,
The most common situation applicable for statistical is taken into account. The t value is also related to the
analysis involves the quantification of the random scatter specified level of confidence as defined through & by
of a single parameter. The method used to analyze such a the relationship
problem is referred to herein as single-variable statistical
analysis (SVSA). This method uses well-defined, rela- Percent confidence = (1- &) x 100 (8)
tively simple statistical parameters to quantify random
scatter. The quantification of total pressure repeatability The t value is tabulated (ref. 9) as a function of & and v.
during a test run is an example of a problem appropriate In a similar manner, the prediction interval is defined as
for the use of the SVSA approach. PI = +t_/2, v × s (9)
Estimation of the data mean. The most fundamental
statistic for the SVSA approach, or any other statistical The confidence interval, as defined, can be inter-
approach for that matter, is a best estimate of the data preted as the bounds about the estimated mean that
mean. This statistic is simply the arithmetic mean encompass the true mean value, with a chance of
defined in its usual form for a parameter Y as 100 ( 1 - &) percent. The prediction interval, as defined,
can be interpreted as the bounds about the estimated
N mean that will contain any single future observation with
Z Yi a probability of 100 (1 -&) percent. Thus, the predic-
tion interval characterizes the data scatter.
_:_ i= I (5)N
Multivariable Statistical Analysis
where Yi is the ith data point and N is the data sample
size. Once determined, the data scatter about the best Normal data analysis procedures in which only two
estimate of the data mean can be assessed, variables are involved usually begin with a curve fit to
the data. Curve fitting can be done by eye and provides a
Measures of repeatability. The most fundamental rough idea as to the relationship between the variables.
statistic to describe datascatter is the standard deviation. Unfortunately, because the fit is subjective, the selected
Because an experimenter typically deals with only a relationship may not be the one chosen by the original
finite data sample rather than an entire population, the analyst or by some other analyst in the future. In addi-
true mean is not known and the true standard deviation tion, some measure is needed of how well the curve rep-
can only be estimated. The sample standard deviation s, resents the data. The method of least squares (refs. 9-11)
which is used as an estimate of the true standarddevia- provides a consistent method to obtain a. mathematical
tion, is defined as curve fit to a set of data and, in combination with proba-
bility andstatistical concepts, allows researchers to quan-
I N 2.]1/2 tify how well the resulting estimate represents the data
s = Z (Yi- I0 (6) with a specified level of confidence.
i = 1 In terms of wind tunnel data, least squares curves are
N- 1 determined by relating two variables obtained during a
test run. If two or more runs are obtained that in theory
The confidence and prediction intervals, both of are identical (same model configuration and flow
which depend on the sample standard deviation, are two conditions), the repeatability of the dependent variable
additional measures of repeatability. The confidence can be assessed as a function of the independent
interval is related to the location of the true mean, variable. A common approach is to represent each indi-
whereas the prediction interval is related to the probabil- vidual run analytically and assess repeatability by inter-
it), that a single future observation will fall within a cer- rogating each resulting analytic model at a constant value
of the independent variable and comparing the corre- The parametersXi and Yi are the measured values of the
sponding estimates of the dependent variable. This independent and dependent variables, respectively, for
approachis in effect the SVSA methoddescribed earlier the ith data point. Equation (11) is solved for the
after the analytic representations of each run are evalu- K+I constant coefficientsby the methodof least squares;
ated at a chosen valueof the independentvariable.In this the result is a mathematical model in the form of
approach, the repeatabilityassessment is directly related equation (10)that is used as an estimateof the mean.
to the set of analytic representationsbut only indirectly
The selectionof the order of the polynomialregres-
to the actual data points, sion model K hasa direct effecton the quality of the esti-
An alternate approachis applied here where a single mate of the mean. That selection, however, can be
best estimate curve fit is determined based on all data somewhat subjective. The approach used for the selec-
from a set of identical test runs.This approachis referred tion of K in the present investigationwas twofoldas fol-
to herein as regressionstatistical analysis (RSA) as it lows. For eachestimateof mean required,severalvalues
relieson the extensionof simplestatisticsto the multiple of K were evaluatedby inspectionof the data scatter
linear regressionproblem.Repeatabilityis assessed by aboutthe resultingestimate;the standarderror, whichis
the amountof scatteraboutthe singlebest estimateleast definedin equation(14), is the statisticalparameterused
squarescurve fit (bestestimateof the data samplemean) inthe evaluation.Inaddition,selectionof the orderof the
andremains directly relatedto the actualdatapoints.The polynomial regressionmodel is subject to the following
extensions to the statisticalparameters described above guideline"
for the SVSA approachare describedbelowfor the RSA
approach.This approachrequires the additionalassump- K < _- 1 (13)
tion that random variance of the dependent variable is
constantover the range of the independentvariable. This guideline is described as a useful rule of thumb
(ref. 12) and providesa criterionto limit the maximum
Estimation of the data mean. For the RSA ap- orderof the polynomialmodel.
proach, the estimate of the mean is represented by an
analytic equationthat is determinedto be the best model Measures of repeatability.When an estimate of the
for the relationships observed in the data. The true func- data mean _'(X) has been determined, a measureof the
tional relationshipmay includedependenceonmore than data scatter about the mean can be applied. The funda-
one independentvariableor on powers thereof.The esti- mentalmeasureof the scatterabout an estimatedmean in
mated mean is dependent on the functionalrelationship the RSA approach is the standard error SE, which is
specified and is a best estimate for the specified func- definedas
tional relationship in the context of the method of least
squares.Application of the RSA approachin this report l i_-_!Yt_--]1-N i]i-]1/2
is based on the assumptionthat the functionalrelation-
ship between any two variablescan be adequatelyrepre- SE = (14)
sented by a polynomial regression equation of order K;
the chosen value f K is dependent on t e relationship
between the variables of interest and its selection is
described further herein. The polynomial regression where _'i is the estimatedvalue of Y that correspondsto
equationof order K has a generalform as follows: the dependent variableXi of the ith data point. In effect,
the standarderror is an extensionof the sample standard
deviation defined in equation (6) to the multiple linear
_"(X) = CO+ C1X + C2X2 + C3X3 +... + CKXK (10) regressionproblem.
where X is the independentvariable; _"is the resulting The conceptsof the confidence and predictioninter-
best estimate of the dependent variable; and the least vals describedin the SVSA approachcan be extendedas
squaresconstant coefficientsareC0, C1.....CK.The over- well. In the RSA approach,the confidenceinterval CI is
specified system of N equations can be written in con- definedas
densed matrixnotationas
XN× (K+ I) C(K+ I)xl = YN×I (11) CI(Xo) = + t&/2,v×SE× Q(Xo) (15)
whereeach equationis of the form andthe predictionintervalPI is definedas
Yi = Co+C1Xi+C2X_i +C3X_ +'" +CKX_i (12) PI(Xo) = + t&/2,v ×SE× J1 +Q(X0 )2 (16)
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As in the SVSA approach, t- .. is the value of the Researchers can define their own hierarchies of confi-
_/Z, V
t distribution for a specified level of confidence and dence level descriptors; the one presentedhere is simply
the number of degrees of freedom; the difference in the an example.
RSA approachis the definitionof the degrees of freedom
(v = N- K- 1) where the order of the polynomial Timescales for Repeatability Analysis
regression equation K is taken into account. The term Three timescalesare defined in this paper to classifyQ (X0) is definedas
a given repeatabilitysample--short, near, and long term.
_xT( TX/_Ix 0 The timescales relate to both the period and circum-Q (X0) = X (17) stances in whichd a are collec ed. A short-termrepeat-
ability sample describesdata variabilityover a relatively
where the independentvariable of interest is represented short period with minimal change in circumstance.
in vector form as Examples of the short-term time frame with respect to
wind tunnel tests are within a single polar and repeat
[ X_0 Xff01 Mach number polars within a Mach number series. AT (18)X0 = 1 X0 ... 1x (K+ 1) near-termrepeatability sample describes data variability
when a given configuration is retested during a single
and the matrix X is that used in equation (11). The term tunnel entry and at least one other configurationis tested
Q(Xo) is a measure of data density in the neighborhood in between. A long-term repeatability sample describes
of the independent variable of interest X0 and accounts the data variabilityfrom entry to entry for a given model.
for data densitysuch that highly populatedregions of the Obviously, the potential for the introduction of biases,
data sample may have narrower confidence and predie- particularly model-relatedbiases, increases when going
tion intervals than sparselypopulated regions. The effect from short-to long-termcomparisons.Thepresent inves-
of this term is observedin the data that follow, tigation includes many examples of short-term repeat-
Interpretationof the confidence and predictioninter- ability and presents a near-term sample. The near-term
vals is the same as that describedfor the SVSAapproach, sample was acquired across a significant break in the
The primary difference in application with the RSA cryogenictests and, in some respects,warrantsclassifica-
approach is that the intervalsdefine bounds about a least tion of the sampleas long term.
squares-basedestimate of the mean, rather than about a
simple arithmetic mean. In addition, the defined bounds Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
of the RSA approach are functions of the independent
variable rather than a constant interval that is valid over Facility Description
the range of the independent variable. The NTF (ref. 14) is a unique national facility that
providesfull-scale(high)Reynolds number tests of vehi-
Interpretationof ConfidenceLevel cles (suchas commercial transportairplanes)designed to
Both the confidence and prediction intervals are fly in and through the transonic speed regime. The faeil-
associated with a user-specified level of confidence, ity providesa test environment for a scale model that is
which is stated as a percentage and is based on the similar to that of the full-scaleairplane in flight; that is,
numerical probability that an event will occur. In the the Mach and chord Reynolds numbers are identical in
present context, the events of interest are that the true the tunnel andfull-scale flightenvironments.The NTF is
mean value fallswithin the confidenceinterval andthat a a conventionalclosed-circuit fan-drivenwind tunnel that
singlefuture observationfalls withinthe predictioninter- is capable of operating at elevated l_ressuresand cryo-
val. An understanding of what a given confidence level genie temperatures to obtain high Reynolds numbers.
implies is useful. One useful tool is the relationship The test section is 8.2 by 8.2 by 25 ft and has a slotted
between odds and the confidencelevel where, for exam- floor and ceiling.The test-sectionfloor andceilingdiver-
ple, 9-to-1 odds are equivalent to a 90-percent confi- gence angles, the reentry flap angles, and the stepheight
dence level. A subjective relationship between the for slot flowreentry are adjustableby remote control. In
confidence level and an appropriate adjective that addition, turbulenceis reduced by four damping screens
describes the probability of an event is given in in the settling chamber and a contraction ratio of 15:1
reference 13 as from the settlingchamberto the nozzle throat. Fan-noise
effects are minimized by an acoustic treatment both
75% to 90% confidencelevel ...................Fairly probable upstream anddownstreamof the fan.
90% to 95% confidencelevel .................Highly probable The NTFhas an operatingpressure range of approxi-
95% to 100%confidencelevel .........Extremelyprobable mately 15 to 125 psia, a temperature range of-320 °
to 150°F, and a Mach number range of 0.2 to 1.2. The angles of-3 °, -1 °, 0°, and 1%Configurations aredefined
maximum Reynolds number per foot is 146 x 106 at herein with the component notation described in the
Maeh 1. The test gas may be either dry air or nitrogen, symbols list. For example, WB indicates a wing-body
When the tunnel is operated cryogenically, heat is configuration.
removed by the evaporation of liquid nitrogen, which is
sprayed into the tunnel circuitupstream of the fan. Dur- Instrumentation
ing this operational mode, venting is necessary to main-
tain a constant total pressure. When air is the test gas, Aerodynamic force and moment datawere obtained
heat is removed from the system by a water-cooled heat with an internal, six-component, strain gauge balance.
exchanger at the upstream end of the settling chamber. The quoted accuracy of the balance (stated in terms of
(See ref. 15 for further tunnel details.) the worst outlying point during the calibration) is
_+0.5percent of the maximum design loads; design loads
A detailed assessment of the dynamic flow quality in for the balance and the dataacquisition system resolution
the NTF is reported in reference 16. Fluctuating smile of the channels used to read the balance output are given
pressures were measured on the test-section sidewall in table 1. An internal, heated aecelerometer package was
opposite a 10° cone fairing over the end of a standard used to measure the onboard angle of attack; quoted
model support system. The root mean square of the flue- accuracy of the package under smooth wind tunnel oper-
tuating component of smile pressure nondimensionalized ating conditions is _+0.01° (ref. 17), and the data acquisi-
by the free-stream dynamic pressure is approximately tion system resolution of the package output is 0.0021 °.
0.0084 at low Reynolds numbers in the ambient airenvi- Model pressure measurements were obtained using
ronment and approximately 0.0095 at high Reynolds 5-psid barocells, each with a quoted accuracy of
numbers in the cryogenic nitrogen environment; each of _+0.01psi (worst case). Model pressure measurements
these results is for a Mach number of approximately were limited to three internal body locations chosen to
0.80. assess flow into and out of the aft-body cavity. The three
pressure measurements near the upper swept strut seal
Model Description were made without tubes bridging the balance.
The model is a 0.03-scale representation of the The primary measured flow variables of interest
Boeing 767 production airplane. The model is shown in include both the total and static pressures and the total
figure 1 mounted in the NTF test section; the pertinent temperature. Mach number, Reynolds number, and
model geometry is given in figure 2. The model was dynamic pressure are calculated from these measured
designed and constructed specifically for tests in the quantities. Briefly, static pressure is measured by a set of
cryogenic, pressurized conditions of the NTF, where gauges with full-scale ranges of 150, 100, 50, 30, and
dynamic pressures reached approximately 2700 psf dur- 15 psia. Each gauge has a quoted accuracy of _+0.01per-
ing this investigation. The model was built of maraging cent of full scale (worst case). An autorange system
steel with a surface finish of 10 Ixin. (root mean square), allows the most sensitive gauge to be used. An identical
The general wing contour tolerance was _+0.003in.; the
system is used to measure the total pressure, except that a
wing leading-edge tolerance was _+0.0015in. 15-psia gauge is omitted. Total temperature is measured
The model, which contains separable components, by a platinum-resistance temperature probe mounted in
allows tests of multiple configurations. The wing compo- the reservoir section of the tunnel near the screens.
nent, which includes the wing-body fairing, does not This measurement has an accuracy of approximately
include the wing vortex generatorsthat are found on full- +0.1°F (worst case). A complete description of these
scale production airplanes. (See ref. 7.) The body (fuse- measurements and subsequent calculations is given in
lage) design incorporated a nonmetrie upper swept strut reference 18.
support system. (See fig. 1.) The upper swept strut sup-
port is intended to minimize support interference in the Data Corrections
horizontal-tail region and is integratedinto the body with Information on the various instrumentation devices,
a shape that approximates the airplane vertical tail. How-
the data acquisition and control computers, and the data
ever, because greaterstructuralstrength was required, the
reduction algorithms for the different measurement sys-strut integration was thicker than the true vertical tail
loft. terns is provided in reference 18. Standard balance,
angle-of-attack, and tunnel parameter corrections have
Other model components include flow-through been applied. An additional part of data reduction at the
nacelles, which simulate a JT9D-7R4 engine installation, NTF is balance temperature compensation. The tempera-
nacelle struts, wing flap track fairings, and a horizontal ture compensation methods are designed to correct hal-
tail. The horizontal-tail incidence can be set at nominal ance output due to thermal loads and are discussed in
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references 18 and 19. A model-specific correction has body cavity, was designed specifically for use in the NTF
been applied to the drag data to account for the internal environment. This seal is made of polyester fiber filler
drag of the flow-through nacelles and is based on material in an elastic nylon wrap that was stiffened with
unpublished nacelle calibration data obtained by Boeing. thin pieces of DuPont Mylar 1. Tests without the seal
The data herein have not been corrected for model have shown drag and pitching-moment shifts relative to
aeroelastics, wall interference, or model support interfer- tests with a seal in place.
ence. Application of corrections for these three effects
would not affect the results of this study as the correc- Previous experience (ref. 7) indicates that force and
tions are systematic in nature and are more appropriately moment data repeatability can be adversely affected by
classified as sources of bias error, deterioration of the upper swept strut seal. Modifications
to the seal during the investigation described in
The free-stream Mach number is corrected based on reference 7 improved data repeatability to an acceptable
clear-tunnel calibrations that correlate tunnel centerline level (ACL= _+0.0015, ACD = _+0.0002, and ACm =
static pressure measurements with the reference static +0.001). In reference 7, repeatability was not quantified
pressures measured in the plenum. Table 2 contains the because a meaningful data sample size was lacking;
free-stream Mach number corrections applied for the instead, the repeatability quote is a more subjective rep-
repeat conditions studied herein. As indicated in table 2, resentation of the observed range of a given parameter at
the corrections are functions of both Mach and Reynolds constant conditions. Three modified seals were used dur-
numbers, ing the present investigation. The aft-body cavity was
The angle of attack was corrected for flow angularity instrumented with three static pressure orifices that mon-
(upflow) by measurement of both upright and inverted itored airflow within the cavity caused by seal leakage.
model force data for a given configuration; in particular, In general, no significant leakage was observed with
the CN-CZoffset method was used. The flow angularity any seal configuration; one exception is described herein
was evaluated at the beginning of each polar series and in which the seal was damaged during a Mach number
when the flow-field total temperature was changed. This series. The seal was not used during tests at Re =
approach was taken based on the assumption that flow 2.38 x 106 to allow a direct comparison with data
angularity is primarily a function of cold soaking (time) obtained in the Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel.
and total temperature. Flow angularity was assessed
20 times during this investigation, all at M = 0.80; the Transition
observed variation of flow angularity is discussed later.
Boundary-layer transition was fixed by distributing
Empty-tunnel calibrations allow tunnel wall angles epoxy disks (ref. 20) at specified locations on the model
to be set so as to reduce pressure gradients and buoyancy surface. The distributed disk method minimizes varia-
effects in the test section. However, tunnel wall angles tions in the trip distributions and height and allows the
were set at a nominal angle (0°) before the investigation trip to be easily inspected, repaired, or duplicated. How-
and remained fixed throughout the test because wall
ever, the initial application of the distributed disks is
actuation is currently problematical at cryogenic condi-
more time consuming than a corresponding application
tions. Buoyancy drag corrections based on the empty- of the more traditional grit trip method. Transition trip
tunnel calibrations were about 0.0001 (in coefficient disks were applied to the upper and lower surfaces of the
form) or less throughout the investigation. The model wing and horizontal tail, the internal and external sur-
and the support system introduce pressure gradients and faces of the nacelles, the nacelle struts, and the nose of
buoyancy effects that could not be accounted for during the body for tests at low Reynolds numbers (R e = 2.38
the empty-tunnel calibration of the wall angles. Correc- and 4.45 x 106). Table 3 provides the sizes and locations
tions to the data for such effects have not as yet been of the transition trip disks for the conditions at Re = 2.38
determined. The solid blockage ratio for the WB config- and 4.45 x 106. The two patterns differ only in the disk
uration at an angle of attack of 0° is 0.55 percent; this height on the wing surfaces. The transition trip disks
value is sufficiently low to minimize blockage effects,
were removed from the wing, horizontal tail, and exter-
based on conventional criteria. Buoyancy corrections, nal nacelle surfaces for the high Reynolds number test
based on the empty-tunnel calibrations, have been conditions (R e > 21.1 x 106). A comparison of trip-on
applied to the data. and trip-off configurations at Re= 21.1 x 106 (tel 7)
indicates that boundary-layer transition did occur at or,
Strut Seal near the 10-percent local chord location of the trip.
The upper swept strut support requires a seal at the
junction of the strut and the upper aft body of the model. 1Mylar is a registered trademarkorE. I. duPontde Nemours&
The seal, which prevents airflow into and out of the aft- Company.
Test Approach desired confidenceinterval. As is shown later, the data
scatterwas less than anticipatedand the number of repeat
Repeatability Goals polars per test conditionwas reducedduring the investi-
gation. Table 4 summarizes the repeated test conditions,
The primarydata of interest for this investigationare including the number of polars actually performed and
the longitudinal stability-axis coefficients of lift, drag, the samplesize used with the RSA approach;table4 also
andpitching moment.Goals for the repeatabilityof these assignsa groupnumber to each repeatedtest conditionto
coefficientswere based on the needs of industry and the facilitate the discussionbelow.
information contained in reference 2. The repeatability
goals for these coefficientsare given as confidenceinter- Results and Discussion
vals about an estimated mean (least squares curve-fit
representation)as The purpose of this report is to quantify and docu-
ACL..........................._+0.005 ment the data repeatabilityobtainedduringa recent highReynoldsnumberinvestigationof a Boeing767 model in
ACD........................_+0.0001 the NTF. The approachis to quantifyrepeatabilityusing
ACm.........................._+0.001 the RSA statisticalmethod described earlier.The statis-
tical analysisof the force and momentcoefficientrepeat-
and are stated at the 95-percent confidence level, which ability is discussed first and is followed by a discussion
indicatesa high to extremeprobabilitythat the true mean of several factorsthat may contributeto nonrepeatability
valuelies within the prescribedintervalin the absenceof through eitherbias or precision errors.bias.
The maximum angleof attack waslimited to 3.5° for
Repeated Test Conditions high Reynolds number test conditionsbecause of previ-
ous encounters with adverse model and support system
Equation (15) showsthree factors that can affectthe dynamicsin the cryogenicmode of operation; the major-
size of the confidenceinterval for a specifiedconfidence ity of the data obtained lies within the range oc= -2 °
level--the standard error, the data sample size, and the to 3°. Previousexperience(ref. 7) indicatesthat the flow
data sample distribution.The data sample sizes and data over this range is well behaved,thus reducingthe poten-
sampledistributions,unlike the standarderror, are under tial for unsteady, separated flow phenomena that could
the directcontrolof the investigatorandare chosenbased affect repeatability.Although data were obtained over a
on the goals of a given investigation.The data sample larger angle-of-attackrange for low Reynolds numbers
distribution is typically chosen to define the polar shape (air mode of operation),repeatabilitywas examinedover
over a specified range and is often concentrated in a range consistentwith the high Reynolds number data.
regions of particularinterest. Thus, the data sample size As such, the analysisbelow is based on data taken in the
becomes the primaryfactor affectingthe size of the con- range _ = -2 ° to 3° for all repeatedtest conditions.
fidence interval for a specified level of confidence.Fig-
ure 3 indicates how the data sample size affects the size Force and Moment Repeatability
of the confidence interval for a specified level of confi-
dence, assuming that the standard error remainsconstant The longitudinal stability-axis coefficients of lift,
as N varies;figure 3 is based on the SVSA definitionof drag, and pitching momentare of primaryinterest in this
the confidence interval given in equation (7). One impli- investigation.The drag coefficientis of particularinter-
cation of figure 3 is that for constantdata scatter (s, the est in this investigation because a major goal was the
sample standard deviation), increasing N decreases the acquisition of refined drag measurementsfor eventual
size of the confidenceinterval for a specifiedconfidence comparisonwith flight data. Specificrepeatabilitygoals
level. Figure 3 indicates that a confidence interval equal were establishedbefore the experimentas outlined ear-
to the sample standard deviation can be attained at a lier. The data are graphically presented as residualplots
95-percent confidence level with a sample size of of the force and moment coefficients,where the residual
approximately6. Based on this result, the importanceof of a parameter Y is defined as
drag repeatability, and the expectation that the standard
deviation of the drag-coefficientdata would be approxi- AY = Yi - _" (19)
mately _+0.0001(equal to the confidence interval goal),
6 polars per repeated test condition wereperformedin an Selection of polynomial regression model order K.
attempt to meet the stated confidence interval goal at a _The process used to select an appropriatevalue of K has
95-percentconfidencelevel.Note that thisresult depends been outlined.The rule of thumb (eq. (13)) is evaluated
on s such that if s were smaller, N could also decrease based on the data sample sizes provided in table 4; the
while maintaining a 95-percent confidence level in the guideline indicates that maximum values of K should
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be in the range of 3 to 5. The final value of K is chosen and prediction intervals computed at the indePendent
based on a survey of the standard error (eq. (14)) that variable for each data point. Clearly, in each case the
results from curve fits over a range of K and on an exam- repeatability goals as specified on the confidence interval
ination of residuals. The random data scatter in the resid- for coefficients of lift, drag, and pitching moment were
ual plots validates the polynomial regression model satisfied.
relative to the assumption of random data scatter. Figures
4 and 5 show the results of this process for the longitudi- Groups 1 and 5 were unique in that a single polar
nal stability- and body-axis coefficients, respectively, from each group (run 28 in group 1 and run 29 in
The value of K was varied from 0 to 8 in each case; group 5) was obtained two days after the other five in
extending the range to 8, which is beyond the recom- that respective group. In addition, the tunnel environment
mended maximum just identified, is simply for demon- was purged of nitrogen and warmed to ambient tempera-
stration purposes. The standard errors for low-order fits ture during the off day. The significant time difference
are often very large and are not always shown in figures and tunnel cycling could allow these two groups to be
4 and 5. Based on examination of these figures, a single subdivided and classified as near-term fimescale situa-
value of K was selected for each functional relationship tions; as such, the potential was greater for less repeat-
modeled. The selected values of K are summarized in able data within the two groups. The results indicate that
table 5 and the two exceptions are noted. The results the repeatability within groups 1 and 5 is essentially the
shown in figures 4(b) and 5(b) for the pitching-moment same as for the other short-term, cryogenic-mode groups.
data of groups 11 and 12 indicate a significant reduction Figure 7 shows the residuals of the longitudinal
in the standard error when K was increased from 3 to 5; body-axis force and moment coefficients for groups 1-7.
the increased order also served to make the data scatter of The results are similar to those presented for the longitu-
the residuals significantly more random. Although the dinal stability-axis coefficients. Table 7 provides a sum-
selection remains somewhat subjective, an interesting mary of these data; note the very small differences in the
note is that the air-mode groups generally benefit from a results given in table 6 for the drag coefficient compared
slightly higher order model than do the cryogenic-mode with the axial-force coefficient results.
groups. As a result, the order of the air-mode regression
models typically defined the final choice of K for the Short-terraanalysis---airmode. Groups 8-13 were
cryogenic-mode models, obtained in the air mode of operation and each was
formed from three polars. Repeated polars were obtained
Short-term analysis--cryogenic mode. Groups 1-7 during a Mach number series and followed the pattern
were obtained in the cryogenic mode of operation, they M = 0.80, 0.86, 0.84, 0.82, 0.80, 0.78, 0.75, 0.70,
varied in size from three to six polars, and they totaled 20 and 0.80. Figure 8 shows the 95-percent confidence and
to 40 data points. Repeated polars were generally prediction intervals and the residuals of the lift, drag, and
obtained during a Mach number series in which the Mach pitching-moment coefficients for groups 8-13; figure 9
number was alternately set at 0.70 and 0.80. Figure 6 presents the longitudinal body-axis coefficients. As with
shows the 95-percent confidence and prediction intervals the cryogenic-mode data, the repeatability in the air
and the residuals of the lift, drag, and pitching-moment mode is very good and generally within the pretest goals.
coefficients as defined in equation (19) for groups 1-7. Tables 6 and 7 contain the summarized results for the
Note that both the confidence and prediction intervals are stability- and body-axis coefficients, respectively.
functions of the independent variable. The magnitude of
the prediction interval is nearly constant except near the The drag-coefficient (and axial-force coefficient)
outer bounds of the data range, whereas the confidence confidence and prediction intervals for group 8 are note-
interval varies more throughout. The variability observed worthy because they are significantly larger than those of
for both confidence and prediction intervals is a result of the other air- and cryogenic-mode groups; figures 8(a)
dependence on the data density term Q. (See eq. (17).) In and 9(a) show the drag- and axial-force coefficient data,
regions of high data density, the confidence interval respectively, for group 8. The figures reveal that a single
becomes more narrow; the widening of both prediction run (run 113) has a lower drag level by roughly 2.5
and confidence intervals at the outer bounds is directly to 3 drag counts compared with the other two polars in
related to this effect as well, an effect that reflects the the group. This disparity was probably due to the strut
intuitive result that the mean value of the dependent seal partially tearing loose during the Mach number
parameter is known with more confidence where the data series. (Seal damage was discovered when the model was
are concentrated. Table 6 provides a summary of the inspected after the Mach number series.) As a result,
95-percent confidence and prediction intervals over the some seal stuffing was lost and part of the seal cover pro-
range of data _ = -2 ° to 3°; the generalized data pre- truded into the flow field and shifted the drag to a higher
sented in table 6 are simply averages of the confidence level. This error is classified as a bias and invalidates the
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statisticalanalysis becauseit violatesthe assumptionthat Balance accuracy.Accuracy and repeatability rep-
all errorsare random.However,the shift is explainableto resent two distinct areas of interest that relate to the qual-
an acceptabledegree such that the nonbiasedpolar could ity of any measurement.A given measurement may be
be used with confidence and the biased polars dis- highly accurate, yet other factors within a system may •
regarded during the aerodynamic analysis phase of the inhibit repeatability.On the other hand, a series of mea-
investigation.The identificationof this biaserror demon- surements of the same parameter may be highly repeat-
strates an extra advantageof the residualanalysisbeyond able,but the accuracycompared with the true value may
its use in quantifyingprecision, be poor.A comparisonis useful, however,of the balance
measurementaccuracybands with the stated repeatabil-
Near-term analysis. Groups 2 and 3 can be com- ity goals. Figure 12 shows the accuracy bands for the
bined to form a data set that is suitable for near-term normal force,axial force,and pitching momentin coeffi-
repeatability analysis. The acquisition of the two data cient form; figure 12includescurves for the quotedaccu-
groups was separated by 15days duringwhich the tun- racy (table 1) and two additional,tighter accuracybands
nel was purged, multiple large changes were made in for reference.Figure 12highlightstwo pointsas follows.
tunnel temperature and pressure, and multiple model First, the balance used in this investigation and all bal-
changes were made during the low Reynolds number, antes designed for use in the NTF yield significantly
air-modeportion of the investigation.The comparisonof more accuratecoefficients at the high dynamicpressure
two short-termgroups acquiredin such a manner dem- conditions. Second, the repeatability goals set forth and
onstrates the near-term repeatability of the force and satisfiedherein are generallywithin the quoted accuracy
momentdata across a break in the cryogenictests, bands of the balance measurements.As shownin figure
12, the exceptionoccurs on the normal-forcecoefficient
Figures 10 and 11 show the residuals and the atdynamicpressuresabove approximately2368psf; note
95-percentconfidenceand predictionintervalsfor longi- that the resultsgiven in table 7 show confidenceintervals
tudinal stability-and body-axisforce andmomentcoeffi- on the normal-forcecoefficient to be approximatelyone
cients,respectively;averagevalues for the intervals are orderof magnitudelowerthan the statedgoal. Thus, the
includedin tables 6 and7. As with the short-termresults, confidencein the accuracy of a repeatablemeasurement
the near-term results demonstrate levels of repeatability due to some unknownmeasurementbias maybe more of
within the pretest goals of the investigation.In addition, an issue than the repeatabilityof the measurementitself.
the residual analysis clearly shows a small shift in the
pitching-moment coefficient of approximately 0.002 Note that the form of the balance accuracyquote has
across the break in the cryogenic tests. This shift is prob- changed since the last calibration of the balance used
ably due to the use of two different strut seals; past during this investigation. (See ref. 21.) Previously, the
experience (ref. 7) has shownthe pitching-momentcoef- accuracyquote was stated in terms of the worst outlying
ficient to be sensitive to seal quality,particularly for the point during the calibration,as in this report. This form
tail-on configurations.As discussed previously,the bias of quotation is generally overly conservative. Balance
error technicallyinvalidatesthe statisticalanalysis; how- accuracies are currently quoted based on a 95-percent
ever, the magnitude of the bias is small and explainable confidencelevel and yield a more realistic assessment;
and was not particularly significant during the aero- the revised formof the quotation aligns the balance accu-
dynamicanalysis phase of the investigation.This case is racy assessmentmore closely with the methodof repeat-
another exampleof the utility of residual plots in detect- ability assessment used herein. Reference 21 shows
ing bias errors, calibration results for other cryogenic balances used in
the NTF that indicate a consistent improvement from
ContributingFactors to Nonrepeatability 0.5 percent of the maximum design loads previouslyquotedto a quote in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 percent.
The data demonstrate excellent force and moment
coefficient repeatability, particularly in relation to the Balance temperaturegradient effect. References 18
complexwind tunnel test environmentin general and the and 19 discuss the balance temperature compensation
NTF in particular. A seemingly endless list of possible algorithmused in the data reductionprocess at the NTF.
sources for bias and precision errors could be generated. In effect, all balance output is corrected to a reference
For the sake of brevity,only several possiblesources are temperature (295 K) based on pretest temperature
discussed here. Highlightingseveral potentialsourcesof cycling of the balance. During the pretest temperature
error demonstratesthe detail requiredto achievethe level cycling as well as during the test in both air and cryo-
of repeatabilitydemonstratedin this investigation, genie modes of operation, a temperature gradient will
U
often occur across the balance. Reference 19 presents coefficient relative to the repeatability goals. Figure 14
data indicating a direct effect of the temperature gradi- shows the effect of angle-of-attack errors on the drag
ents on the balance output. The temperature compensa- coefficient for a range of lift coefficients; an error of
tion algorithm is not a function of the temperature 0.01 ° in the angle of attack is shown to affect the drag
gradient, which, in effect, means that the temperature coefficient by approximately 0.8 drag counts at the cruise
compensation algorithm assumes a zero temperature gra- lift coefficient of 0.45.
dient across the balance. As a result, operational practice The determination of the angle of attack can be
includes time to drive the balance toward thermal equi- affected by several factors. The first and foremost factorlibrium, meaning to some temperature near the flow tem-
perature with a minimal gradient of 10° to 15°F, before is the measurement itself. The primary measurement is
the test condition is set and the data are collected. This taken from an onboard accelerometer package that, as
operational practice is used if the highest quality force stated previously, has a quoted accuracy of 0.01% This
data are required, and experience has shown that the tem- quoted accuracy is based on calibrations performed
perature gradient generally moves toward zero as the test under controlled, laboratory conditions at ambient
condition is set and data collection begins, temperature rather than in an actual wind-on test environ-
ment. One potential factor that affects the onboard angle-
Figure 13 shows the variation of the balance temper- of-attack measurement in the wind-on environment is the
ature and the temperature gradient across the balance for model and support system dynamics; model and support
each group of repeat data. The balance temperature pre- system dynamics can be sufficiently large, particularly at
sented is measured in the middle of the balance and the high load conditions, to introduce significant centrifugal
gradient is defined as the temperature difference from the forces that cause incorrect (biased) angle-of-attack
front to the rear of the balance. The temperature compen- measurements. (See ref. 17.)
sation algorithm accounts for the variations observed in The flow angularity in the test section is another
the balance temperature within a given group; the varia-
tions in temperature gradient are potential sources for important factor affecting the determination of the angle
error, as a correction for this effect is not applied, of attack. If the flow angularity were known to be con-
Because of the time given to condition the balance, how- stant, it could be assessed once and applied to data for all
ever, the maximum magnitude of the gradient is a rela- configurations and test conditions. In reality, however,
tively small 8°F and does not adversely affect the force the flow angularity should not be assumed to be constant.
and moment coefficient repeatability. The gradients gen- This fact is especially true when an error of only 0.01 °
can affect the drag data significantly relative to the
eraUy move toward zero over time. Also, cold test condi- repeatability goals. Flow angularity was assessed more
tions tend toward negative front-to-rear gradients, frequently than normal during this investigation, all at a
whereas the warm test conditions have positive gradi- nominal Math number of 0.80. The variation of the flow
ents; this situation is attributed to the fact that the front angularity throughout the investigation is given inportion of the balance adjusts more rapidly to the flow figure 15. The mean upflow was 0.131 ° with a standard
condition than the rear, sting-connected portion of the deviation of 0.011 °. Note the large variation of more than
balance. 0.05° on a single day of tests that encompassed a wide
range of operating conditions and the shift of 0.015 ° for
Angle of attack. The determination of the angle of the repeated flow condition assessment. No definite con-attack has a direct effect on the calculation of the lift and
clusions can be drawn as to the variability of flow angu-
drag coefficients: larity from these data.
CD = CN sinct + CA cosct 1 Figure 16presents residual plots and the accompany-
(20) ing statistical intervals for the angle of attack; these data
Ct. = CN cosct-C A sinct J were obtained by representing the angle of attack as a
function of the normal-force coefficient with a third-
The direct effect of angle-of-attack errors on the calcula- order polynomial regression model and applying the
tion of CL and CD can be estimated as RSA approach. The residual plots demonstrate the char-
ACD = CL Act (rt/180) _ acteristics of random variation, thereby validating the use
ACL -C D Act (rt/180) J (21) of statistics to quantify repeatability. Average values ofthe 95-percent confidence and prediction intervals are
presented in table 8. The scatter in the angle-of-attack
Equations (21) show that the effect of Act on the drag measurement, as quantified by the prediction interval, is
coefficient is much more significant than that on the lift approximately _+0.02° to the 95-percent confidence level;
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confidence in the mean value is approximately_+0.005° Reynolds number variations has been assessed based
at a 95-percent confidence level. Although the repeat- solely on predicted variations in the skin-friction drag
ability is very good, this analysis does not addresspossi- coefficientCD,sf.Skin-frictiondrag-coefficientestimates
ble biases that may affect the absolute accuracy of the were made by using an equivalent fiat-plate drag plus
angle-of-attackmeasurementsuch as possiblemodel and overspeedfactorsthat were based on the wetted areasof
supportsystem dynamicsas mentionedearlier, the model components.Figure 18 shows the predicted
Reynolds number variation that would cause a shift of
Flow conditions. The repeatability of the flow con- 0.1 drag count (0.00001) in the drag-coefficientdata at
ditions has a direct influence on the repeatabilityof the M = 0.80. Table 9 and figure 17(d) show very good
aerodynamic data. The measured flow parameters are Reynolds number repeatabilitybased on this strict crite-
total pressure, total temperature,and static pressure from rion. Note, however,that cryogenic-modegroups 1 and 5
which the primary flowparametersof interest are calcu- show greater scatter than all others; this scatter is attrib-
lated--namely, the Reynolds number,the Mach number, uted to the fact that a single polar in each group was
and the dynamicpressure.The repeatabilityof these flow obtained at a slightlylower mean total temperature and
parameters is summarizedin table 9 where the mean, on a separate day (table 4) than the others within that
sample standard deviation, and 95-percent prediction group.
interval are given for each parameter for the combined
short-term groups of polars; figure 17 shows the varia- The key concerningMach number variations is the
tions from polar to polar within each combined short- drag-divergenceMath number, which can be defined as
term group. Table 10presents the variationexpecteddue the Math number at which the drag-rise rate ACD/AM
to pure instrumentuncertainty for the four repeated flow reaches 0.1. This criterion implies that deviations of
conditions included in this investigation; the uncertainty about AM = 0.001 near the drag-divergenceMach num-
of the measured quantitiesis that describedherein andin ber will cause a drag-coefficientshift of about one drag
count. The drag-divergenceMach number varies fromreference 18, and the uncertaintyof the calculated quan-
titiesis based on the propagationof uncertaintyequations configuration to configuration and decreases with
givenby Rind. (See ref. 3.) increasing lift. The general implication is that Mach
number control becomes more important with both
The measured quantitiesPt, Ps, and Tt are shown in increasing Mach number and increasing lift. Data from
figures 17(a), 17(b), and 17(c),respectively.The repeat- reference7 indicate that the repeat conditionsherein are
abilityof these quantities is at least somewhat indicative below drag divergencefor the primary lift range exam-
of the flow condition controlin addition to the accuracy ined (_ < 3.0°);however,increaseddrag data scatterwith
of the measurement instruments.The maximumstandard increasingliftmay be partiallydue to Machnumber vari-
deviation of total pressure withinany singlepolar is less ations, particularly for the test conditions at M = 0.80.
than 0.04 psia and less than 0.06 psia for any group of Table 9 and figure 17(e)show the 95-percentprediction
polars. No distinct difference is apparent between the intervals to be about 0.002 and 0.001 for the cryogenic
cryogenic- (groups 1-7) and the air-mode groups and air modesof operation,respectively.
(groups 8-13). The trends for static pressure and total
temperature,however, show more scatter in the air mode Thedynamicpressurevariationsshownin table 9 are
than in the cryogenic mode. The increased scatter in the judged to be negligible compared with the potential
air mode is not truly significant, as the primary flow effects of Math and Reynolds number variations. This
parameters (figs. 17(d), 17(e), and 17(0) are less sensi- judgment is based on data presented in reference 7 in
tive to these parameters in the air mode. The maximum which the dynamic pressure was varied over a large
standard deviation of static pressure within any single range. In addition,the effect of dynamicpressure due to
cryogenic-modepolar is less than 0.07 psia and less than pure instrumentuncertainty(table 10)on the calculation
0.09psia for any cryogenic-modegroup. The maximum of the force and momentcoefficientsis also negligible.
standard deviation for static pressure in the air mode is
less than 0.02 psia within a polar and less than 0.03 psia Contbinedforee andpressure tests. Another signifi-
within a group. The maximumstandarddeviationof total cant source of nonrepeatabilityin the NTF may appear
temperature within any single cryogenic-mode polar is when force and pressure tests are combined. Balance
less than 0.8°F and less than 0.6°F for any cryogenic- repeatabilitycan be adversely affected by pressure tubes
mode group. The maximum standard deviationfor total that bridgethe balancein such a way as to cause fouling;
temperature in the air mode is less than 1.4°F within a nonrepeatabilitycan result when the tubes contract and
polar and less than 1.6°Fwithin a group, expand over the wide temperature range encountered.The investigationdescribed herein was conducted as a
The potential effects of the primaryflow parameters force test only to eliminate this situation as a potential
on the drag data are now addressed. The effect of source of nonrepeatability.Note that the three pressure
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measurements near the upper swept strut seal were made 7. Repeatability of the flow conditions was sufficient to
without tubes bridging the balance, preclude an adverse effect on the force and moment
coefficient data repeatability. However, instances
Summary of Results occurred when a flow parameter varied very little
within a polar, but the mean value was offset from the
A high Reynolds number investigation of a 0.03- other polars within a group due to a set point bias.
scale model of the Boeing 767 airplane has been con- Likewise, instances occurred when the set point for a
ducted in the National Transonic Facility (NTF) at flow parameter was highly repeatable, but specific
Langley Research Center; this investigation was part of a polars within a group exhibited more variation than
cooperative effort to test this model at the NTF and two the others.
other transonic wind tunnels. The model was tested over
a Mach number range of 0.70 to 0.86 and a Reynolds
number range of 2.38 to 40.0 x 106 based on the mean NASALangleyResearchCenter
aerodynamic chord. The present report focuses on a Hampton,VA23681-0001
study of data repeatability during this investigation. Two May 15,1995
statistical and probability-based approaches are outlined
and provide the means to quantify data repeatability in a References
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Table 1. Force andMomentMeasurementCharacteristics
Balance Data
Full-scale (FS) accuracya acquisition
Measurement design limit _+0.5%FS resolution
Normal force, lb 6 500 +._.32.5 0.398
Axial force, lb 400 +__2.0 .048
Pitchingmoment, in-lb 13000 +65.0 1.151
Rolling moment, in-lb 9 000 +45.0 .803
Yawingmoment, in-lb 6 500 +__32.5 .723
Side force, lb 4 000 +_20.0 .255
aQuoted balanceaccuracy (statedin terms of worst outlying point during calibration).
Table2. MachNumber Correctionsfor RepeatedTest
ConditionsBased on MachNumber Calibrations
as Functionof ReynoldsNumber
[M = Mre f + AM]
R_ M AM
c




Table3. TransitionDisk Sizeand Distribution
[Disk spacing = 0.1 in. from center to center; disk diameters = 0.0455 in.]
Diskheight, in. for--
Component Location R_ = 2.38 x 106 R_ = 4.45 x 106
c c
Body...................................... 1 in. aft of nose 0.0060 0.0060
Nacelles:
Cowl inside....................... a0.5in. aft of hilite 0.0045 0.0045
Cowl outside..................... 0.5 in. aft of hilite 0.0050 0.0050
Primaryinside................... 0.5 in. aft of hilite 0.0050 0.0050
Primary outside................. 0.5 in. aft of hilite 0.0050 0.0050
Bifurcation........................ 0.5 in. aft of hilite 0.0050 0.0050
Nacelle struts......................... 1 in. aft of leadingedge 0.0040 0.0040
Horizontaltail:
Upper surface.................... 25-percentlocal chord 0.0045 0.0045
Lower surface................... 25-percentlocal chord 0.0045 0.0045
Wing:
Upper surface.................... 10-percentlocal chord 0.0060 0.0045
Lower surface................... 10-percentlocal chord 0.0060 0.0045
aHilite---leading edge of nacelle components.
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Table 4. Short-Term Repeat Configurations and Test Conditions
Upper swept Repeat Sample
Group Re M q, psf Configuration strut seala polars b size Date
1 40.0 x 106 0.80 2661 W'BMNT 1 c5+1 40 1-13-92
1-15-92
2 WBMNTH = -1 1 4 28 d1-16-92
3 WBMNTH = -1 3 6 40 dl-31-92
4 WBMNTH = +1 3 4 36 2-3-92
5 40.0 x 106 0.70 2426 WBMNT 1 c5+1 40 1-13-92
1-15-92
6 WBMNTH = -1 1 4 29 1-16-92
7 WBMNTH = +1 3 3 20 2-3-92
8 4.45 x 106 0.80 1237 WBMNTH = -1 2 3 37 1-29-92
9 WBMNT 3 3 39 1-29-92
10 WBMNTH = +1 3 3 42 1-30-92
11 2.38 x 106 0.80 653 WB Out 3 40 1-22-92
12 WBMNT Out 3 40 1-24-92
13 WBMNTH = 0 Out 3 39 1-24-92
aSealnumberif on, otherwisesealout.
bDoes not includeinvertedpolars.
CFivepolarson 1-13-92,1polaron 1-15-92:combinefor short-termanalysis.
dCombinefornear-termanalysis.
Table 5. Selected Order of Polynomial Regression Model
Order of polynomial






C N _ 3
a cN 3
aGroups 11 and 12 used K = 5.
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Table 6. Confidence and Prediction Intervals at 95-Percent Confidence Level for Longitudinal Stability-Axis Coefficients
I Values averaged over range of data. Repeatability goals stated for confidence interval at 95-percent confidence 1level: ACD = __.1.0× 10-4; ACt. = +_5.0× 10-3; ACm= ___1.0× 10-3 d
ACo ACL ACre
Group R_ M CI PI CI PI CI PI
1 40.0 × 106 0.80 +0.5 x 10-4 +1.5 x 10-4 _-+-0.6× 10-3 +_2.0× 10-3 -Z-0.2x 10-3 +0.8 × 10-3
2 +.3 +.9 +.7 +_2.0 +.2 +.5
3 +.3 +1.0 +.7 +_.2.4 +.1 +.5
4 \! +.4 +1.2 +.7 +_2.2 +.1 +.4
5 i .70 +.2 +.7 +.5 +1.6 +.2 +.6
6 .70 +.3 +.7 +.5 +1.5 +.1 +.3
7 \! .70 +.3 +.7 +.6 +1.5 +.2 +.4
8 4.45 .80 +1.1 +__3.2 +.5 +1.7 +.3 +1.1
9 4.45 +.4 +1.2 +.6 +_2.1 +.5 +1.8
10 4.45 +.3 +.9 +.6 +_2.0 +.1 +.5
1I 2.38 +.4 +1.3 +.7 +_2.4 +.1 +.3
12 2.38 +.6 +1.7 +.5 +1.7 +.1 +.3
13 2.38 \! +.4 +1.1 +.6 +_2.0 +.2 +.6
I II .... ...... ....... ........ ? ......
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Table7. Confidenceand PredictionIntervalsat 95-PercentConfidenceLevel forLongitudinalBody-AxisCoefficients
Values averagedover range of data. Repeatabilitygoals stated for confidenceinterval at 95-percentconfidence 1level: AC D = _1.0 Z 10-4; AC L = +_.5.0× 10-3; AC m = +1.0 × 10-3 _1
Aca ACN  XC,.
Group Re M CI PI CI PI CI PI
1 40.0 × 106 0.80 -+0.4 x 10-4 +1.2 × 10-4 _-4-0.6x 10-3 +_.2.0x 10-3 _-t-0.2x 10-3 _-+0.8× 10-3
2 +.4 +1.1 +.7 +_.2.0 +.2 +.5
3 +.4 +1.3 +.7 +_.2.4 +.1 +.5
4 Xr +.5 +1.6 +.7 +__2.2 +.1 +.4
5 .70 +.2 _+.8 _+.5 _+1.6 _+.2 +.6
6 .70 +.2 :!:.6 -+.5 _+1.5 +.1 +.3
7 \ € .70 +.3 -+.7 -+.6 +1.5 -+.2 +.4
8 4.45 .80 _+1.1 +_.3.6 +.5 -+1.7 -+.3 +1.1
9 4.45 _+.5 _+1.5 _+.6 +_2.1 _+.5 +1.8
10 4.45 +.5 _+1.5 _+.6 +_2.0 _+.2 +.5
11 2.38 -+.5 _+1.7 +.7 +__2.4 _+.1 _+.3
12 2.38 _+.7 +_.2.1 _+.5 _+1.7 +.1 -+.3
13 2.38 \/ +.4 -+1.3 +.6 +.+.2.0 +.2 _+.6
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Table 8. Confidence and Prediction Intervals at 95-Percent
Confidence Level for Angle of Attack
[Values averaged over range of data]
Act,deg
Group R_ M CI PI
1 40.0 x 106 0.80 _+0.005 _+0.018
2 +.006 +.016
3 +.006 +.020
4 \/ +.005 +.018
5 .70 +.005 +.017
6 .70 +.005 +.014
7 _ t .70 +.006 +.014
8 4.45 .80 __+.004 __+.014
9 4.45 +.005 __+.019
10 4.45 -+.005 +.017
11 2.38 -+.006 _+.022
12 2.38 _+.005 __+.016
13 2.38 \/ +.005 +__.017
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Table 9. Flow Condition Repeatability
Pt, Ps, Tt, q,
Group Measure psia psia °F Rc M psf
1 Mean 63.078 41.310 -250.05 39.984x 106 0.7998 2659.2
s .013 .032 .46 .126 × 106 .0007 3.1
95% PI +.026 +.064 +.94 +.255 x 106 +.0015 +6.2
2 Mean 63.112 41.341 -250.57 40.149 × 106 0.7996 2659.7
s .029 .037 .11 .047 × 106 .0010 4.8
95% PI +.059 +.077 +.22 +.097 × 106 +.0021 +9.9
3 Mean 63.087 41.321 -250.59 40.140× 106 0.7997 2659.0
s .007 .032 .17 .050 x 106 .0007 2.9
95% PI +.014 +.064 _+0.35 +.102 × 106 +.0015 +_5.9
4 Mean 63.104 41.308 -250.76 40.217x 106 0.8003 2662.1
s .033 .041 .12 .056 × 106 .0011 5.1
95% PI +.067 +.083 +.24 +.114 × 106 +.0022 +10.3
5 Mean 68.416 49.260 -249.88 39.959 × 106 0.6999 2426.1
s .025 .043 .46 .145 x 106 .0008 3.5
95% PI +.050 +.088 +.93 +.293 × 106 +.0016 +7.0
6 Mean 68.432 49.271 -250.90 40.260 × 106 0.7000 2426.5
s .019 .027 .16 .056 × 106 .0007 3.9
95% PI +.038 +.055 +.34 _.114 × 106 +.0015 +8.0
7 Mean 68.327 49.165 -250.78 40.192 × 106 0.7007 2426.1
s .053 .089 .16 .058 x 106 .0013 4.6
95% PI +.111 +.186 +.34 +.122 x 106 +.0026 _+9.7
8 Mean 29.188 19.077 120.55 4.445 × 106 0.8008 1237.7
s .011 .017 .90 .008 x 106 .0010 2.0
95% PI +.024 +.035 +1.82 +.016 × 106 +.0020 +4.1
9 Mean 29.I80 19.086 120.72 4.441 × 106 0.8000 1236.1
s .010 .010 1.10 .010 × 106 .0004 .9
95% PI +.020 +.020 +_2.24 +.020 x 106 +.0009 +1.9
10 Mean 29.182 19.084 119.66 4.452 × 106 0.8002 1236.4
s .014 .013 1.51 .013 × 106 .0005 1.2
95% PI +.027 +.026 +_3.04 +.027 × 106 +.0011 +-2.3
11 Mean 15.595 10.201 120.68 2.373 × 106 0.8002 660.5
s .032 .018 .69 .008 x 106 .0004 1.7
95% PI +.064 +.036 +1.39 +.017 × 106 +.0008 +_3.4
12 Mean 15.600 10.204 119.82 2.378 x 106 0.8003 660.8
s .024 .017 .40 .005 × 106 .0004 1.1
95% PI +.049 +.034 +.81 +.009 x 106 +.0009 +_2.1
13 Mean 15.600 10.201 120.68 2.374 x 106 0.8005 661.1
s .033 .022 1.06 .007 x 106 .0004 1.4
95% PI +.067 +.045 +_.2.14 +.014 × 106 +.0009 +-.2.9
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Table 10.Flow ConditionUncertaintyBased on QuotedInstrumentUncertainty
Pt, psia Ps, psia Tt, °F Rc, 106 M q, psf
63.10+ 0.010 41.30 + 0.005 -250.0__.0.1 40.00+ 0.031 0.800 + 0.0002 2661+ 1.4
68.40_+0.010 49.30 + 0.005 -250.0 + 0.1 40.00+ 0.031 0.700 + 0.0002 2426+ 1.4
29.20+ 0.003 19.10+ 0.003 120.0+ 0.1 4.45 + 0.001 0.800 + 0.0002 1236+ 0.6
15.60+ 0.003 10.20+ 0.0015 120.0+ 0.1 2.38+ 0.001 0.800 + 0.0002 660 + 0.4
22
L-87-4167
Figure 1. Model in NTF test section.
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Wing area (S) = 2.745 ft2
Wing span (b) = 55.8 in.
Wing aspect ratio (AR) = 7.877
Mean aerodynamic chord (_) = 7.124 in.
Sweep back c/4 = 31.5°
Taper ratio = 0.267
Model scale = 0.03
_ 55.8 in.
55.8 in.
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Figure 3. Variation of N ll2 and t value with data sample size N.
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(a) CDevaluatedas a functionof CL.
Figure 4. Variation of standard error of longitudinalstability-axis coefficients as a function of order of polynomial
regressionmodel.
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(b) Cmevaluated as a function of Cr.
Figure 4. Continued.
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(c) CLevaluated as a function of o_.
Figure 4. Concluded.
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Figure5. Variation of standarderror of longitudinalbody-axiscoefficientsas a functionof order of polynomialregres-
sion model.
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Figure 5. Concluded.
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 14 39.92x 106 0.800 2660
[] 16 39.93 .799 2658
<> 18 39.95 .799 2658
zx 20 39.93 .800 2660
t,.. 22 39.96 .800 2661
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Figure 6. Statistical results of CL, CD, and Cm short-term repeat data acquired in cryogenic mode.
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 44 40.17x 106 0.800 2662
[] 46 40.18 .800 2664
O 48 40.11 .799 2656
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 147 40.12 x 106 0.800 2659
[] 148 40.17 .800 2659
O 149 40.14 .799 2658
A 150 40.12 .800 2659
_" 151 40.16 .800 2661
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 156 40.25 x 106 0.801 2666
[] 158 40.21 .801 2662
<> 160 40.14 .799 2656
A 162 40.23 .800 2661
95% confidence interval
.... 95% prediction interval
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Run R_. M q, psf
o 15 39.89 x 106 0.700 2426
12 17 39.90 .700 2426
<> 19 39.91 .699 2424
zx 21 39.92 .700 2428
tx 23 39.91 .699 2422
t_ 29 40.28 .701 2430
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.... 95% predictioninterval
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 45 40.24 x 106 0.699 2423
[] 47 40.25 .700 2428
<> 49 40.26 .700 2429
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 157 40.20 x 106 0.700 2424
[] 159 40.16 .700 2423
0 161 40.22 .702 2431
95% confidence interval
95%prediction interval
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Run R E M q, psf
o 14 39.92 x 1060.800 2660
[] 16 39.93 .799 2658
<> 18 39.95 .799 2658
zx 20 39.93 .800 2660
tx 22 39.96 .800 2661
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(a) Group 1.
Figure 7. Statistical results of CN, CA, and Cm short-term repeat data acquired in cryogenic mode.
39
Run RE M q, psf 
0 44 40.17 X lo6 0.800 2662 
46 40.18 .800 2664 
0 48 40.1 1 ,799 2656 
A 50 40.12 .799 2656 
95% confidence interval 







(b) Group 2. 
Figure 7. Continued. 
Run R_ M q, psf
o 147 40.12 x 1060.800 2659
[] 148 40.17 .800 2659
<> 149 40.14 .799 2658
A 150 40.12 .800 2659
_- 151 40.16 .800 2661
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Run R_. M q, psf
o 156 40.25 x 106 0.801 2666
[] 158 40.21 .801 2662
O 160 40.14 .799 2656
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 15 39.89x 106 0.700 2426
[] 17 39.90 .700 2426
<> 19 39.91 .699 2424
A 21 39.92 .700 2428
tx 23 39.91 .699 2422
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Run R_. M q, psf
o 45 40.24 x 106 0.699 2423
n 47 40,25 .700 2428
0 49 40.26 .700 2429
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 157 40.20 x 106 0.700 2424
[] 159 40.16 .700 2423
0 161 40.22 .702 2431
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95% predictioninterval
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 113 4.44x 106 0.799 1235
[] 117 4.45 .801 1239
<> 121 4.44 .801 1239
95% confidence interval
.... 95% prediction interval
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(a) Group 8.
Figure8. Statisticalresultsof CL, CD, and Cm short-termrepeatdata acquiredin air mode.
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 124 4.43 x 106 0.800 1237
O 128 4.45 .800 1236
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Run R_. M q, psf
o 136 4.44x 106 0.800 1237
[] 140 4.47 .800 1236
<> 144 4.45 .800 1237
95% confidence interval
95% prediction interval
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 68 2.36x 106 0.800 658
[3 72 2.38 .800 662
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Run RF M q, psf
o 79 2.38 x 106 0.800 661
[] 83 2.37 .800 660
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Run R_ M q, psf
O 90 2.37 x 106 0.800 660
[] 94 2.37 .801 660
O 98 2.38 .801 663
95% confidence interval
.... 95% prediction interval
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 113 4.44 x 106 0.799 1235
[] 117 4.45 .801 1239
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(a) Group 8.
Fibre 9. SmtisficNresultsof CN, CA, and Cm sho_-term repeat damacqu_ed in mrmode.
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Run R_ M q, psf
O 124 4.43 X 106 0.800 1237
t3 128 4.45 .800 1236
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Run R_. M q, psf
o 136 4.44 x 106 0.800 1237
[] 140 4.47 .800 1236
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I Run RF 
0 68 2.36 X lo6 0.800 658 
0 72 2.38 .800 662 
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(d) Group 11. 
Figure 9. Continued. 
Run RF M q, psf
o 79 2.38 x 106 0.800 661
[] 83 2.37 .800 660
<> 87 2.38 .800 662
95% confidence interval
.... 95% prediction interval
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 90 2.37 x 106 0.800 660
I [] 94 2.37 .801 660
O 98 2.38 .801 663
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Configuration R_ M q, psf Group
o WBMNTH = -1 + Seall 40.15 x 106 0.800 2660 2
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Figure 10. Statistical results of CL, CD, and Cm near-term repeat data acquired in cryogenic mode.
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Configuration R_ M q, psf Group
o WBMNTH = -1 + Seall 40.15 x 106 0.800 2660 2
[] WBMNTH = -1 + Seal3 40.14 .800 2659 3
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Figure 11. Statistical results of CN, CA, and Cm near-term repeat data acquired in cryogenic mode.
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Full-scale load
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Figure 12. Balance accuracy bands in coefficient form based on full-scale loads given in table 1; quoted accuracy in
terms of worst outlying point during calibration is :k-0.5percent of full-scale load.
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Run R_ M q, psf Tr°F
o 14 39.92x 106 0.800 2660 -249.8
[] 16 39.93 .799 2658 -249.9
<> 18 39.95 .799 2658 -249.9
A 20 39.93 .800 2660 -249.9
22 39.96 .800 2661 -249.9
28 40.27 .800 2658 -251.1
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Figure13. Variationof balancetemperatureand temperaturegradient (front to rear).
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
o 44 40.17 x 106 0.800 2662 -250.6
[] 46 40.18 .800 2664 -250.6
O 48 40.11 .799 2656 -250.6
50 40.12 .799 2656 -250.6
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
o 147 40.12x 106 0.800 2659 -250.5
[] 148 40.17 .800 2659 -250.7
149 40.14 .799 2658 -250.6
A 150 40.12 .800 2659 -250.5
151 40.16 .800 2661 -250.6
D 152 40.14 .800 2659 °250.6
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
o 156 40.25 x 106 0.801 2666 -250.8
D 158 40.21 .801 2662 -250.8
O 160 40.14 .799 2656 -250.7
A 162 40.23 .800 2661 -250.8
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
o 15 39.89 x 106 0.700 2426 -249.6
[] 17 39.90 .700 2426 -249.7
0 19 39.91 .699 2424 -249.7
21 39.92 .700 2428 -249.7
23 39.91 .699 2422 -249.8
29 40.28 .701 2430 -250.9
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
o 45 40.24 x 106 0.699 2423 -250.9
D 47 40.25 .700 2428 -250.8
49 40.26 .700 2429 -250.8
A 51 40.31 .700 2429 -251.0
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
O 157 40.20x 106 0.700 2424 -250.8
[] 159 40.16 .700 2423 -250.7
161 40.22 .702 2431 -250.8
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Run RE M q, psf Tt,°F
o 113 4.44x 106 0.799 1235 120.3
O 117 4.45 .801 1239 119.7
O 121 4.44 .801 1239 121.6
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
o 124 4.43 x 106 0.800 1237 122.0
[] 128 4.45 .800 1236 119.7
O 133 4.44 .800 1235 120.4
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
o 136 4.44x 106 0.800 1237 120.9
[] 140 4.47 .800 1236 118.0
0 144 4.45 .800 1237 120.2
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
o 79 2.38 x 106 0.800 661 119.8
[] 83 2.37 .800 660 119.9
87 2.38 .800 662 119.7
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Run R_ M q, psf Tt,°F
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Run RE M q,psf
O 14 39.92x 106 0.800 2660
[] 16 39.93 .799 2658
<> 18 39.95 .799 2658
zx 20 39.93 .800 2660
t,, 22 39.96 .800 2661
Ca 28 40.27 .800 2658
95% confidenceinterval
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Run RE M q, psf
o 44 40.17x 106 0.800 2662
[] 46 40.18 .800 2664
0 48 40.11 .799 2656
A 50 40.12 .799 2656
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Figure 16. Statistical results of angle-of-attack short-term repeat data in cryogenic and air modes.
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Run R_ M q, psf
o 147 40.12x 106 0.800 2659
[] 148 40.17 .800 2659
0 149 40.14 .799 2658
150 40.12 .800 2659
151 40.16 .800 2661
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(c) Group 3.
Run RE M q, psf
o 156 40.25 x 106 0.801 2666
[] 158 40.21 .801 2662
160 40.14 .799 2656
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Run RE M q, psf
o 15 39.89 x 106 0.700 2426
[] 17 39.90 .700 2426
O 19 39.91 .699 2424
A 21 39.92 .700 2428
t-. 23 39.91 .699 2422
ta 29 40.28 .701 2430
95% confidenceinterval
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Run RE M q, psf
o 45 40.24 x 106 0.699 2423
[] 47 40.25 .700 2428
<> 49 40.26 .700 2429
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Figure 16. Continued. 
Run RE M q, psf
O 124 4.43 x 106 0.800 1237
[] 128 4.45 .800 1236
<> 133 4.44 .800 1235
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(i) Group 9.
Run RE M q,psf
o 136 4.44x 106 0.800 1237
rn 140 4.47 .800 1236
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Run RE M q, psf
o 68 2.36 x 106 0.800 658
[] 72 2.38 .800 662
<> 76 2.38 .800 662
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Run RE M q, psf
o 79 2.38x 106 0.800 661
[] 83 2.37 .800 660
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Run RE M q, psf
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